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The Access to Land Network 

• Established in 2012
• Gathers 15 organisations from across Europe
• Promotes the significance of access to land for agroecological 

farming and generational renewal
• Organises information and experience sharing, fosters cooperation 

between members, and facilitates broader communication



• Written as part of a European (Erasmus) partnership 
to promote access to land for agroecological farmers

• Research conducted over 2 years in 6 countries 
• 9 contributing organisations, 21 authors

“Europe’s New Farmers”: collaborative research and 
analysis

Dealing with various facets of the issue of 
new entrants

1) Situational analysis of new farmers and their access                                         
to land in our countries (FR, BE, SP, IT, RO & UK)

2) Highlighting new farmers’ diverse backgrounds, difficulties and pathways 
into farming

3) Characterising novel ways to access land for farming 
4) Exploring farm incubators, a growing innovation to help new entrants 

start farming 



The struggles of new entrants in accessing land
• Loss of farmland, high land 

prices, and lack of tenure 
security

• Late retirement

• Farm consolidation over 
entry into farming

• Additional difficulties for 
newcomers to farming: lack 
of integration in local 
networks, difficulty to earn 
trust from landowners and 
banks, lack of subsidies for 
“atypical projects”, etc.  



Accessing public land: innovations by local authorities 
à Affordable sale or rental of public land to new farmers 
à But also: sharing information, preserving existing farmland, reclaiming 

abandoned land, supporting farm succession, subsidising new farmers’
access to housing… 

Innovative ways of accessing land /1

E.g. The farming 
collective (GAEC) des 
Franches Terres 
growing on public land 
in a water catchment 
area in France.



Innovative ways of accessing land /2
Accessing land through a community land trust or 
community finance

à Collecting community investment or donations to acquire land and 
rent it to farmers through long-term leases.

à Enabling new entrants to get started with smaller or no bank loans 
and to focus their investments on business development. 

à And other benefits: local integration, advice, facilitating 
transmission, access to market… 

E.g. Terre de Liens and its 155 farms, Terre-en-Vue, Nadace Pro 
Pudu, the Biodynamic Land Trust… 



Land partnerships or land sharing arrangements

Innovative ways of accessing land /3

à Mutually beneficial agreement 
between new entrants and a 
landowner or established farmer who 
has unused land.

à . Such cooperation may be 
conceived as a start-up phase, to help 
a new farmer get started, or may 
develop as a long-term cooperation.

E.g. “Piggyback farming” as a way to 
access land. 



Innovative ways of accessing land /4
Accessing land through a farm incubator

à RENETA (French network of farm incubators) identifies 4 roles:
• the incubator/fostering role: providing a legal framework for the farming 

incubation
• the nursery role: providing the means of production
• the mentoring role: providing guidance and support 
• the coordination role: managing the farm incubator and networking with 

local stakeholders

à Many different forms and scopes of farm incubators across Europe. The 
diversity resides in: 
• the legal framework chosen (formalised structure or not, association or 

entrepreneur cooperative, etc.)
• how the incubator operates (how it selects farmers, what services it 

provides, who assumes which aspects of the work, etc.) 
• how the incubation site is managed (as a single site or multiple sites, as a 

permanent or temporary site, etc.)  



Conclusion

• More innovations exist (reviving commons, CSA…) and the list is 
open-ended as the necessity to bridge the gap between aging 
farmers without successors and new entrants rises. Action is the 
therapy! 

• Citizen-driven and civil society initiatives bring innovative approaches 
(ways of working, technique, cooperation, financing, social 
cohesion…). Though well regarded by the public, these initiatives too 
often remain invisible in the reflections around agricultural policy.

• Challenge of ensuring both continuity (of farming activity, know-how, 
natural resources), while also favouring necessary evolutions 
(towards more agroecology, localised food chains) between 
generations of farmers.
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